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General

Highlights
FUNDAMENTAL
THE GOOD IMMIGRANT USA
THE ADVENTURES OF A CURIOUS CAT
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* 10 THINGS WE’VE LEARNED ABOUT SPACE by Dr Rhodri Evans
Popular Science | 288pp |B&W line drawings | Robinson | July 2019 | Korea: EYA | Japan: EAJ

An illustrated guide to the developments in Space knowledge
A great deal has been discovered about space over the past few decades. This new book from acclaimed
popular science writer Rhodri Evans encapsulates what we've learned from recent advances in our
knowledge of the cosmos. It details the Viking landings on Mars and offers a brief summary of previous
attempts to reach Mars. It follows Pioneer and Voyager in exploring the outer solar system, and from
Skylab to MIR and the International Space Station, it examines humankind's exploration in space since
Apollo. It describes the Russian landing on Venus and the exploration of that planet over a number of
decades by both the United States and the USSR/Russia. It reveals what we have learned from spacebased telescopes such as the Hubble Space Telescope. 10 THINGS WE'VE LEARNED ABOUT SPACE
reveals what we have learned from Galileo about Jupiter and her moons, and contemplates what future
missions might reveal. It also asks what more robots might be able to reveal of Mars's secrets. Cassini
has expanded our knowledge of Saturn and her moons, as has chasing comets - not just Rosetta,
although this has been the crowning glory so far. Humankind has at last visited the Pluto, with New
Horizons, but what further knowledge, Evans asks in conclusion, might the future bring.
Dr Rhodri Evans studied Physics at Imperial College London, graduating with First Class honours,
before gaining his PhD in Astrophysics from Cardiff University. He has taught at the University of
Toledo in the United States, at Swarthmore College and done post-doctoral research at the University of
Chicago's Yerkes Observatory, 'the birthplace of modern astrophysics'. Option publishers: Italian (Newton
Compton), Korean (Greenknowledge), US (Running Press)

* FUNDAMENTAL: HOW QUANTUM MECHANICS EXPLAINS ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING
(EXCEPT GRAVITY) by Tim James
Popular Science | Robinson | 288pp | August 2019 | Korea: Danny Hong | Japan: TMA

FUNDAMENTAL is a beginner’s guide to the strange and wonderful work of Quantum Physics
At the start of the twentieth century, science appeared complete and the laws of nature were almost all
discovered, but then we woke a sleeping giant — we discovered quantum mechanics. In the quantum
realm, objects can be in two places at once. It’s a place where time travel is not only possible, but
necessary. It’s a place where cause and effect can happen in reverse and observing something changes its
state. From parallel universes to antimatter, quantum mechanics has revealed that when you get right
down to it, the laws of nature are insane. The scientist J. B. S. Haldane once said, ‘Reality is not only
stranger than we imagine . . . it’s stranger than we can imagine.’ Never is this more true than with
quantum mechanics; our best, most recent attempt to make sense of the fundamental laws of nature. ,
FUNDAMENTAL tells the story of how the most brilliant minds in science grappled with seemingly
impossible ideas and gave us everything from microchips to particle accelerators.
After graduating with a Master’s degree in chemistry, specialising in computational quantum
mechanics, Tim James decided to get straight into the classroom. As well as being a secondary-school
science teacher, he’s a YouTuber, blogger and Instagrammer. His first book, Elemental: How the Periodic
Table Now Explains (Nearly) Everything sold in five territories. Option Publishers: Chinese Simplified (Beijing Xiron
Books); German (Benevento); Polish (Proszynski Media); Portuguese in Brazil (Zahar); US (Overlook Press)
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* A WALK ACROSS THE ROOFTOPS by Dom Joly
Travel | Constable | 320pp | May 2019

The comedic travelogue of an epic hike across Lebanon
Dom Joly was born in Beirut where he lived through the civil war, went to school with Osama Bin Laden
and learned to ski and speak French and Arabic. At the age of seven he was sent to an English boarding
school, and eventually moved permanently to the UK aged eighteen. Then he read about an attempt to
encourage tourism in his long-suffering homeland, the Lebanon Mountain Trail: a hiking trail that runs
along the spine of the country's mountain range. This is the account of an epic thirty-day hike, which
takes Dom and his two friends (an ad-man based in Dubai and a fertiliser entrepreneur from Evesham)
across Lebanon, from the Syrian border in the north, all the way to the Israeli border in the south.
Dom Joly is a multi-award-winning television comedian, has been a columnist for the Independent, I
and Metro, and is also an award-winning travel writer for the Sunday Times and the Mail On Sunday.
He lives in the Cotswolds with his wife and two kids.

* A COTSWOLD FAMILY LIFE by Clare Mackintosh
Nature & Lifestyle | Sphere | 320pp | February 2019

A heart-warming and humorous look at nature and motherhood by the most successful crime writers
of recent years
For 8 years, Clare Mackintosh wrote for Cotswold Life about the ups and downs of life with a young
family in the countryside. In this memoir she brings together all of those stories - and more - for the first
time. From keeping chickens to getting the WI drunk, longing for an Aga to dealing with nits, Clare
opens the door to family life with warmth and humour and heart.
Clare Mackintosh read French at Royal Holloway University. She joined the police force on a graduate
training programme and worked for Thames Valley Police, including time on CID, in Custody and as a
Public Order Commander. She is the Director of the Chipping Norton Literary Festival. Her novels, I
LET YOU GO, I SEE YOU and LET ME LIE are all bestsellers and have been sold in over thirty
territories. Option publishers: Albanian (Living), Arabic (Arabic Cultural Center), Bulgarian (Ciela Norma), Catalan (La

Campana), Chinese Complex (Emily Publishing Company), Chinese Simplified (Sichuan People’s Publishing), Croatian
(Mozaik Knjiga), Czech (Vikend), Danish (Forlaget Aronsen), Dutch (De Fontein), Estonian (Petrone Print), Finnish
(Gummerus), French (Marabout), German (Bastei Luebbe), Greek (Metaichimo), Hebrew (Yedioth), Hungarian (Maxim), Italian
(De Agostini), Korean – (Tornado Media), Latvian (Zvaigzne), Norwegian (Cappelen Damm), Polish (Proszynski Media),
Lithuanian (Alma Littera), Portuguese in Brazil (Intrinseca), Portuguese in Portugal (Particular), Romanian (Editura Trei),
Russian (Family Leisure Club), Serbian (Vulkan), Spanish (Debolsillo), Slovak (Albatros), Swedish (Lind & Co), Thai (WeLearn),
Turkish (Altin Kitaplar), Vietnamese (Phuc Minh), US (Berkley)
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THE WORLD PUZZLE CHAMPIONSHIP CHALLENGE by
Dr Gareth Moore
Puzzles | Robinson | 304pp | October 2018| Korea: EYA | Japan:

A collection of puzzles from previous World Puzzle Championships
This book will allow readers to try puzzles from the World Puzzle Championships,
where teams of solvers from all around the world compete to find that year’s fastest
and best puzzle solver. Readers can compare their own puzzle-solving times
against past world championship winners, and find out where they stand on a
world scale. Included will be the world’s toughest puzzles, designed to stretch the
very best solvers, and the book will include some complete rounds from past World
Puzzle Championships, so readers can truly challenge themselves against the world’s best puzzle
solvers.
Dr Gareth Moore is the author of over fifty puzzle and brain-training books for children and adults,
including THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF BRAIN GAMES, THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF NEW SUDOKU
and THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF FUN BRAIN TRAINING. His puzzles also appear in a range of
newspapers and magazines, and he frequently features in the media as a puzzle expert. He is also the
creator of the daily brain-training website BrainedUp.com and runs popular puzzle site PuzzleMix.com.

A LITTLE BOOK OF LATIN FOR GARDENERS by Peter Parker
Gardening | Little, Brown | 336pp | November 2018 | Korea: KCC | Japan: Uni

The book, beautifully illustrated with old woodcuts, explains how and why
plants have been named, includes handy lists of identifying adjectives, and
takes the reader down some of the stranger byways of human endeavour and
eccentricity.
How did the delphinium get its name? Which parts of the body lend their
names to auriculas and orchids? Who are the gentian, lobelia and heuchera
named after? Why are nasturtiums and antirrhinums connected? What does an
everlasting pea have to do with Indian miniature paintings? These are some of
the questions answered in Peter Parker's adventurous exploration of the mysteries of Botanical Latin.
Evolved over many centuries and often thought to belong to the rarefied world of scholars and
scientists, this invented language is in fact a very useful tool for everyday gardening. It allows us to find
our way around nurseries; it sorts out confusions when two plants have the same English name; and it
gives us all kinds of information about how big or small a plant will grow, what shape or colour it will
develop, and what habitat it prefers. In his lively survey, Parker agues that Botanical Latin is not merely
useful, but fun. The naming of plants draws upon geography, social and medical history, folklore,
mythology, language, literature, the human body, the animal kingdom and all manner of ancient beliefs
and superstitions. The book, beautifully illustrated with old woodcuts, explains how and why plants
have been named, includes handy lists of identifying adjectives, and takes the reader down some of the
stranger byways of human endeavour and eccentricity.
Peter Parker is the author of The Last Veteran, The Old Lie: The Great War and the Public-School Ethos and
biographies of J.R. Ackerley and Christopher Isherwood. He was an associate editor of The Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography, and has written about plants and gardens for HORTUS and the Daily
Telegraph, and is a former Chair of the Royal Horticultural Society's Lindley Library Advisory
Committee.
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* THE GOOD IMMIGRANT USA edited by Nikesh Shukla and Chimene Suleyman
Literary Anthology | Dialogue Books | 400pp | March 2019 | Korea:

| Japan: TMA

Following the success of The Good Immigrant, a collection of twenty personal essays by writers and
high-profile international personalities of colour exploring race and identity in today’s politically and
racially fraught climate.
Confirmed writers include: Hasan Minhaj, Esme Wang, Adrian Villar Rojas, Tejal Rao, Priya Minhas,
Jean Hannah Edelstein, Maeve Higgins, Jenny Zhang, Ocean Vuong, Jade Chang, Alexander Chee,
Daniel Jose Older, Porochista, Khakpour, Hari Kunzru, Katie Kitamura, Garnette Cadogan, Chigozie
Obioma, Christine Ajudua, Dani Fernandez, Basim Usmani
Praise for THE GOOD IMMIGRANT: An important, timely read - JK Rowling; A lively and vital intervention
into the British cultural conversation around race. Instead of statistics and dogma we find real human experience
and impassioned argument – and it's funny and moving, too - Zadie Smith
Nikesh Shukla is a British writer and diversity activist who conceived and edited The Good Immigrant
(Unbound). He is the editor of Rife Magazine, an online magazine for young people and the author of
Meatspace (Friday Project) and Unlimited (Quartet) which was shortlisted for the Costa First Novel
Award. He has been shortlisted for the Liberty Human Rights Arts Award and named as one of Foreign
Policy’s 100 Global Thinkers 2016. His third novel The One Who Wrote Destiny (Atlantic) will be
published in 2018.
As well as contributing to The Good Immigrant, Chimene Suleyman has written on race-politics for The
Independent, International Business Times, The Debrief, The Pool, Media Diversified. TV and radio
appearances include BBC Newsnight, BBC, and LBC. Her poetry collection, Outside Looking In, was
included in The Guardian’s Best Book of 2014 list.
US – Little, Brown & Co.

*MY LIFE WITH MURDERERS by Dr David Wilson

True Crime | Sphere | 288pp | March 2019 | Korea: EntersKorea | Japan:

A professional memoir about murder and murderers from someone who has
spent a career working with killers and psychopaths
This memoir describes Dr Wilson’s practical attempts to apprehend men who
have killed – sometimes repeatedly; his work with these killers after conviction
and sometimes after they have they have been released from prison; and his
broader academic and more popular research which has attempted to explain
men like Raoul Moat, Thomas Hamilton and Derrick Bird. At the heart of the
book are Dr Wilson’s continuing encounters with five men who have committed
murder, including serial murder and the sites and settings where murder - of various kinds such as
mass, spree or serial - have taken place.
When Dr David Wilson became Governor of HMP Grendon at 29, he was the youngest governing
governor in England. He is Emeritus Professor of Criminology at Birmingham City University. He has
written fifteen books, including the best-selling A HISTORY OF BRITISH SERIAL KILLING (Sphere,
2009), and has produced documentaries, including the award-winning Interview with a Murderer.
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*THE ADVENTURES OF A CURIOUS CAT by Curious Zelda

Gift & Humour | Sphere | 192pp | November 2019 | Korea:

| Japan: Uni

The first book from social media star, @CuriousZelda
Curiosity is more than just a desire to discover. It's a lifestyle, and a
purrvilege. It's hours of observing a fly on the wall. It's entering the sock
drawer just before it closes. It's sniffing the lampshade one more time . . .
Such is the wisdom of Curious Zelda: social media star, agony aunt,
yoga teacher, cat. In The Adventures of a Curious Cat she details her
escapades - giving insight into her unique view of the world and
dispensing unparalleled wisdom. Zelda will guide readers through the trials and tribulations of life as a
cat, such as Living with Humans, Dating, Travel, Cooking and Clawing the Furniture. The perfect gift
for cat lovers or for giving advice to the favourite feline in your life.
Matt Tagihoff adopted Zelda in 2014 following an intense staring match at the rescue shelter. She
charmed him with her weird habits and permanently spooked expression, which he couldn't resist
documenting online. With her signature wide-eyed look and bizarre poetry, Zelda continues to delight
her growing number of followers.

.
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Culture

Highlights
THE WORLD OF VANITY FAIR
PROJECT X
10 COMMANDMENTS
THE BITCH THAT CAUSED ALL THIS CONVERSATION
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*THE WORLD OF VANITY FAIR by Emma Marriot
Television | Sphere | 272pp | September 2018

A fascinating tie-in to an exceptional drama series from one of the
world’s most successful production teams
William Thackeray’s brilliant, biting satire of Regency society was first
published well over 150 years ago but its power to entertain remains as strong as
ever. And this autumn, the UK’s biggest commercial broadcaster is partnering
with Amazon Studios and the team behind some of the most internationally
popular drama series of recent years to bring the story to television screens
across the globe. Mammoth Screen, the team behind Victoria and Poldark, are bringing the novel to life
across seven episodes, with an exceptional cast including Michael Palin, Olivia Cook (star of Steven
Spielberg’s Ready Player One), Martin Clunes (Doc Martin), Suranne Jones (Doctor Foster), and Frances De
La Tour (The History Boys).
The World Of Vanity Fair will contain everything you could want to know about the story and the series.
It explores the characters Thackeray so memorably created and the society they inhabited, along with
fascinating insights about the period. Offering also location guides, behind the scenes details, and
interviews with the cast, alongside beautiful illustrations and set photography. Taking readers from
London society to the battlefields of Waterloo, the book gets right to the heart of one of the greatest
novels ever written.

* PROJECT X: THE AUTHORISED BIOGRAPHY OF FRANK ZAPPA by Alan Clayson
Music | Constable | 320pp | February 2020| Korea:

| Japan: Japan Uni

Written with the full support of Gail Zappa, Frank’s widow, and the Zappa Family Trust
PROJECT X will be the last word on Frank Zappa. It will be as extraordinarily colourful and entertaining
as the man and the music that inspired it – appealing to both the kind of reader who purchased Freak
Out! in 1966 right through to those who are new to him – and will argue that Zappa was the most
remarkable North American composer of the twentieth century.
Alan Clayson is a music writer with many bestsellers to his name, including books about Led Zeppelin,
Serge Gainsbourg, The Beatles and The Rolling Stone. Backbeat, about ‘lost Beatle’ Stuart Sutcliffe, was
made into a film. He has written too for journals as diverse as The Guardian, Record Collector, Mojo,

Mediaeval World, Rhythm, Folk Roots, Guitar, Hello!, Sunday Times, Drummer, Rock ‘N’ Reel (R2),
The Independent, Daily Telegraph, Ugly Things and The Times Educational Supplement.
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*EMERGENCY QUESTIONS: 1001 CONVERSATION-SAVERS FOR ANY
SITUATION by Richard Herring
Humour | Sphere | 100 Illustrations | 288pp | October 2018

The book that's guaranteed to turn an awkward silence into an awkward
conversation.
We've all been there. Stuck at a boring family party, on an awkward date, in a
below-par job interview, or any number of other situations in which conversation
has become more of a trickle than a flow. Well, fear the excruciation no more, as
Richard Herring's Emergency Questions is about to change your life. Containing
1,000 conversation starters from one of our most cherished comedians, along with plenty of answers
from the many household names who've appeared on his hundreds of podcasts, this book is virtually
guaranteed to remove any social anxiety from your life, and will raise your repartee-game to new
heights. If you had to wear somebody's guts for garters - if you had to - who would you disembowel in
order to facilitate your socks staying up? What do you consider your median achievement? Would you
rather have pubic hair made of unremovable barbed wire or to be attacked by a rabid badger in your
sleep once a week?
Richard Herring has enjoyed phenomenal success as a writer and performer and is an innovator in the
world of podcasts. Persistently placing in the Top 10 UK Comedy Podcast chart, Richard Herring's
Leicester Square Theatre Podcast sees him interview top comedians in front of a live audience, with
previous guests including Stephen Fry, David Mitchell, and Russell Brand. He has written and appeared
in a number of cricically acclaimed plays, is a frequent guest on television panel shows, and regularly
tours as a stand-up comedian.

* THE SECRET LIFE OF HUSBANDS by Melissa Katsoulis
Humour | Constable | 192pp | April 2019 | Korea: Danny Hong | Japan:

With masculinity in crisis (again), it seems more relevant than ever to understand the secret life of
husbands
Melissa Katsoulis’s mission is not to find the perfect husband, or the worst. She will talk to the men
behind great women – writers, artists, scientists, the cleaner who travels two hours a day by bus to wipe
the desks of Mayfair hedge funders – and find out what a marriage looks like from the point of view of
the ones who don’t gossip.
What do men talk about to their friends? What do they do when they’re home alone? What do they think
about on their way to work? Who do they confide in? What do they really look at online? Do they
obsessively reflect on relationships past, present and future? How do they see their wives? Do they
compare them to their mothers? Do they notice when their wives change their hair? Do they care? Are
they bored at weddings? Do they fancy Ivanka Trump? How do they keep love going? Do they resent
their wives sometimes? Do they feel sad at the thought of never falling in love again?
Could it be that the plague of sexual harassment currently coming to light might be better understood if
we listened, impartially, to how the world looks from inside a man’s head? Is their journey from son to
husband actually incredibly traumatic?
Melissa Katsoulis is a journalist and writer. She has written for the Times, where she also worked on the
books desk, the Sunday Telegraph, Financial Times, The Tablet and the Ham and High.
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* HOW TO BE WOKE: A GUIDE TO SOCIAL JUSTICE by Titiana McGrath (aka Andrew
Doyle)
Humour & Popular Culture | Constable | 160pp | October 2019

In HOW TO BE WOKE, Andrew Doyle takes on the mantle of radical poet and activist Titania
McGrath, who will explain why you are wrong about everything and how to become more like her.
As a millennial icon on the forefront of online activism (i.e., having written numerous angry tweets),
Titania is uniquely placed to guide her readers through the often bewildering array of terminology and
concepts that constitute 21st century ‘wokeness’. Activists like Titania McGrath are spearheading a new
culture war, sniffing out bigotry like valiant bloodhounds of righteousness, courageously snapping at
the heels of injustice. New words such as ‘manterrupting’, ‘microaggressions’ and ‘sheeple’ often leave
the general public bemused, particularly if they don’t read the Guardian. Titania’s step-by-step guide
will help you to become the woke person you need to be in an increasingly progressive world. In a nonpatronising manner.
Titania McGrath is the creation of Andrew Doyle, one of the UK’s foremost political satirists. He is the
co-writer of internet sensation Jonathan Pie and has collaborated with Pie creator Tom Walker on
numerous viral videos. Their response to Donald Trump’s election has been viewed online more than
150 million times.

*THE 10 COMMANDMENTS: ROCK STARS; GUIDE TO LIFE from Q
Magazine
Music and Humour | Corsair | 240pp | November 2018| Korea: EntersKorea | Japan: EAJ

A surprising, informative, enlightening and at times outrageous must have guide
to life from the world's most famous rock stars
Together with the finest selection from the Q magazine archives and new unseen
material, TEN COMMANDMENTS presents ten rules for life from fifty musicians
this autumn. Below is a sample selection of featured commandments, which will be
explained in detail in the book:
Thou shalt not play golf – Bono; Make like a boy scout - Stevie Nicks; Do as Madonna says - Nile Rodgers;
Always be honest to your wife - John Lydon; Check the caffeine content - Johnny Marr
Italian – Tsunami
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* THE BITCH THAT CAUSED ALL THIS CONVERSATION: WOMEN ON THE FRONTLINE
OF MUSIC by Amy Raphael
Music | Virago | 304pp | June 2019 | Korea: KCC | Japan: EAJ

Twenty years after the seminal NEVERMIND THE BOLLOCKS, Raphael re-evaluates female music
and musicians
Following on from the success of NEVERMIND THE BOLLOCKS (Virago, 1995), Amy Raphael
interviews prominent female musicians to find out what it means to be a woman artist and a female in
the music business. Contributors include: Poppy Ajudha; Christine & the Queens; Maggie Rogers; Ibeyi;
Kate Tempest; Natalie Merchant; Catherine Marks; Mitski; Grimes; Alison Moyet; Dream Wife; Emmy
the Great; Lauren Mayberry; Jessica Curry Georgia; Kalie Shorr; Tracey Thorn; Mica Levi; Clara Amfo
Praise for NEVERMIND THE BOLLOCKS: Stretches your brain and swells your heart with every page . . . if
anyone wishes to understand what Courtney Love has had to go through, this is definitely recommended - Caitlin
Moran; The women in this book don't just talk about it, they do it. The voices are as diverse and difficult, as weird
as wonderful as they are on stage. Listen carefully however and you will hear that this is not simply about rock 'n'
roll, it is about a culture adjusting itself to female power. Listen carefully and it will take you higher - Suzanne
Moore.
Amy Raphael was born in London in 1967. She has worked for The Face, NME, Elle and Esquire. She now
freelances for the The Guardian, The Observer and The Times. She is the author of a biography of Danny
Boyle.

* THE MAKING OF THE WOMEN'S WORLD CUP: DEFINING STORIES FROM A SPORT’S
COMING OF AGE by Kieran Theivam & Jeff Kassouf
Sporting History| 224pp |Robinson | May 2019

This book tells the exciting story of one of the fastest growing sports in the world, played by over 30
million girls and women.
Women's football is one of the fastest growing sports in the world, with over 30 million girls and women
playing the game. Three million people watched England defeat France at the European Championships
in 2017 on TV and in the United States over 25 million people tuned in for the 2015 World Cup Final
victory - the most-watched football match in US history.
THE MAKING OF THE WOMEN'S WORLD CUP covers topics such as Michelle Akers, playing
through the pain; the early years, including the 1996 Olympics; the US team's World Cup triumph on
home soil in 1999; Germany's dominant years between 2003 and 2007; superstar Marta; Kelly Smith and
the Golden Boot that changed the game in England in 2007; how Japan's team brought the first smiles to
that country since the devastating tsunami; the beginnings of Australia's golden generation; the 122ndminute USA-Brazil quarter-final equalizer; and the Laura Bassett own goal that broke English hearts and
brought them together at the same time
Keiram Theivam is a freelance women’s football writer whose work has appeared I Equalizer Soccer, She
Kicks, Indy Football and i paper. He is a member of NWSL Media.
Jeff Kassouf founded the US women’s football site, The Equalizer. He is the author of a children’s book
about the development of women’s soccer called Girls Play To Win: Soccer. He has covered men’s and
women’s football for Sportsillustarted.com, espnW.com and FoxSoccer.com
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Business & Management

Highlights
THE LEGACY WORKBOOK
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* MANAGE YOUR MONEY LIKE A F*CKING GROWN UP by Sam Beckbessinger
Humour & Finance | Robinson | 256pp | January 2019

Self-confessed money dork, Sam Beckbessinger, tells it to you straight: how to take control of your
money to take control of your life.
You’ll learn how to trick your dumb brain into saving more, without giving up fun; how to make a bona
fide grownup budget; why you need to forget what you’ve learned about credit; how to negotiate a
raise; why buying a house (probably) won’t make you rich; and the one super-simple investment you
need. You’re going to earn plenty of money over your lifetime. Are you going to waste it on stupid crap
that doesn’t make you happy, or let it buy your freedom and your most audacious dreams? With
exercises, flowcharts and informative illustrations (also: kittens), this book is empowering and helpful –
and f*cking funny, too.
Sam Beckbessinger is a writer and fintech entrepreneur who has spent most of the past ten years
building tools to help people manage their money better. Sam also writes fiction and once high-fived
Barack Obama (true story). She lives in Cape Town, South Africa.

#STANDOUTONLINE:

HOW TO BUILD A PROFITABLE AND
INFLUENTIAL PERSONAL BRAND IN THE DIGITAL AGE by Natasha

Courtenay-Smith

Careers | Piatkus | 272pp | November 2018 | Korea: EYA | Japan

Whether you are a solopreneur, expert or authority or an employee, what you are
saying online has a huge impact
Every professional niche is populated by its stars, those who have used digital,
content creation, positioning and imaging to brand themselves and set themselves
apart from their competition. Meanwhile, their competitors look at them with a mix
of awe and envy. How, they wonder, has this person done this? How have they
become so well known? Do they really know more than I do? And why is this person getting all the
opportunities instead of me?
#SELFMADEONLINE will show everyone from solopreneurs to mumpreneurs to executives, coaches
and practitioners how to build a strong personal brand and become the visible expert and authority of
their industry/niche. It will unravel how some are managing to stand out in their fields and reveal how
you can do it too.
The book will feature some of the UK and America's most well-known individuals and ask them, 'How
did you become so well known?' and, 'How did you shape your personal brand?' It will also explain
how you can build your own personal brand using opinion, content, video and the internet.
#SELFMADEONLINE will look at the highs and the lows, the tricks and the tips, the to-dos and not todos and the complicated interactions between expertise, reputation, authority, credibility, publicity,
social media and the online tools of the modern world.
Natasha Courtenay-Smith is an entrepreneur, digital strategist and business mentor. Her clients include
celebrities, business owners, thought leaders, health practitioners, experts, and all round ambitious,
talented individuals who want to build their brand online and become better known for what they do.
Her first book The Million Dollar Blog was published in 2016. Option publishers: Czech (Euromedia), Russian
(Alpina), Slovak (Ikar)
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* THE LEGACY WORKBOOK by James Kerr
Management | Constable | 224pp | September 2019

A companion piece to Legacy, THE LEGACY WORKBOOK will synthesise the practical steps leaders
can take to create a lasting legacy.
Legacy showed readers what a true high-performance culture change looks like and why it matters. With
THE LEGACY WORKBOOK it is time for the how:
•
•
•
•
•

How do I reboot my culture? In my organisation, my team, my life?
How do I start? What steps do I need to take? What's the right process? What is the right
psychological approach? What are the key principles?
How do I make it work? What tools do I require? What models are proven to work?
How do I — personally — create change? What kind of leader do I need to be?
How do I change? What does it take to leave a legacy of which I can be proud?

Bestselling author James Kerr specialises in leadership, teamwork and the psychology of high
performance across sport, business and the military. He has advised US and UK Tier One Special Forces,
FBI SWAT Units, Premiership Football and Formula One teams, America's Cup crews, International
Rugby and County Cricket squads, Olympic Performance Directors and athletes, and sports
organisations including UEFA, Team GB, Team England and UK Sport — as well as blue chip
companies from Google to PayPal, McKinsey to Dyson, HSBC to Microsoft, Heineken to Unilever,
Boeing to Twitter, the Savoy to Louis Vuitton. He uncovers the winning secrets of the world's most
successful teams. Option Publishers: Brazil (Editora Saraiva), France (Thierry Souccar), Germany (Copress Sport), Italy
(Mondadori), Japan (Toyokan Shuppansha), Latin America (Deldragon Club House), Portugal (Texto), Spain (Roca)

* HOW TO BE UNREASONABLY SUCCESSFUL by Richard Koch
Management | Constable | 336pp | August 2020

The bestselling author of The 80/20 Principle maps out the ten secrets to success in any field, using a
cast of illustrious characters past and present as case studies
In HOW TO BE UNREASONABLY SUCCESSFUL, Richard Koch unfurls the secret map to success.
Using case studies from hugely influential figures past and present, as well as examples from his career
as a management consultant, investor and entrepreneur, Koch reveals the ten landmarks consistent in
the life stories of each of his subjects. In each chapter, Koch will describe the key ingredient for success
and how his illustrious cast of characters came to utilise it on their own path to greatness. He explains
how the reader can learn from his own experiences, as well as that of figures as varied as Oprah
Winfrey, Winston Churchill, Madonna, Paul of Tarus and Helena Rubinstein.
Landmarks on the secret map include: self-belief; olympian expectations; transformative experiences;
ignature skill; make your own trail; find your vehicle; thrive on setbacks; develop intuition and risk
short-cuts; imagine; distort reality.
Richard Koch is a millionaire entrepreneur who has started or turned round a number of successful
companies, including Belgo Restaurants, Filofax, Zoffany Hotels and Betfair. He is also the author of 13
highly acclaimed non-fiction books. Option Publishers: Arabic (Arab Scientific); Bulgarian (Locus) Chinese Simplified

(Ginkgo); Czech (Albatros Media); Italian (Newton Compton); Japanese (Direct Publishing); Korean (Bookie Publishing House);
Romanian (Act Si Politon); Russian (Eksmo); Thai (Superposition Company); Turkish (Dogan Kitap); Vietnam (Minh Thang);
US (Entrepreneur Press)
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* UNHOLY UNION: HOW PROFESSIONALISM TRANSFORMED RUGBY'S AMATEUR HEART
by Mike Aylwin
Sporting History| Constable | 288pp | August 2019

UNHOLY UNION is a snapshot of the sport in the early twenty-first century
No sport has undergone so traumatic a transformation as rugby since the turn of the century. The last of
the major sports to turn professional, rugby was propelled on a trajectory that has twisted its frame to
the very limits of integrity. Rugby had been renowned for its amateur ideal and, with it a reputation for
blazered chauvinism, even if its fundamental dynamic, what transpires on the pitch, has always drawn
equally from across the human spectrum, a dynamic expression of diversity in harmony.
The decision to admit professionalism in 1995 has turned rugby into a case study for social scientists
everywhere, the unfolding chaos rendering the sport a microcosm for how societies are dragged kicking
and screaming into the modern world. Nor is the demonstration about to end. The implications of
professionalism in any walk of life, let alone one as brutal and conservative as rugby, are bold and stark,
and after a twenty-year bedding-in period they are now set to play themselves out in quick time.
Michael Aylwin is a rugby writer for the Guardian of over twenty years’ experience, with a BSc in
Sociology and an MA in Medieval Studies. He is the best-selling, award-winning author of five books.
Beyond the Horizon won Rugby Book of the Year at the British Sportsbook Awards and A Life Without
Limits was a Sunday Times #1 bestseller, shortlisted for the William Hill Sports Book of the Year.

*MORE NOBLE THAN WAR: THE STORY OF FOOTBALL IN PALESTINE
AND ISRAEL by Nicholas Blincoe

Religion & Politics | Constable | 256pp | 16pp colour picture section | February 2019 | Korea: |
Japan: Uni

The history of the Israel–Palestine conflict told through football
This is a history that begins with Jews and Arabs playing together in leagues
organised first by the church and then by the British Army. Almost as soon as it
begins, it’s marked by splits as football begins to be used as a political tool. This is a
vibrant and often shocking story filled with the driven and ferocious people who
were inspired by nationalism as much as a love of football. There are many
sacrifices, as brilliant teams are scattered by wars, side-lined through boycotts, and stories of players
arrested, expelled, driven to hunger strikes, and beaten or shot. It is a story not simply of Jewish-Arab
rivalry, but also deep and often violent animosities within both communities. And it asks: is it
hopelessly idealistic to think of football as a fourth field, beyond farmlands, graveyards and battlefields?
Or will it always be just another space to be fought over and polluted?
Nicholas Blincoe lived in Bethlehem for over twenty years. He is a best-selling, award-winning novelist,
playwright and screenwriter. His six novels include Manchester Slingback, recipient of the CWA Silver
Dagger, and his films include the short documentary, Human Shield, winner of the Columbine Award at
the Moondance film Festival, and the drama feature 8 Minutes Idle, recipient of the UK iFeatures Award.
He is also the producer of two documentaries on the Israel - Palestine conflict, Jeremy Hardy vs the Israeli
Army and Open Bethlehem.
US – Nation Books
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* ESTHER SIMPSON: THE FORGOTTEN WOMAN WHO DEFIED THE NAZIS AND
HELPED SHAPE THE CULTURAL HISTORY OF THE WORLD by John Eidinow
History | Robinson | 304pp | September 2020

The incredible true life-story of Esther ‘Tess’ Simpson
Esther Simpson – known as Tess – devoted her life to rescuing and resettling some 600, mostly Jewish,
academic refugees, whom she called her ‘children’. Her ‘family’ were described as ‘the most talented
and distinguished in the world’. Among their ranks were sixteen Nobel Prize winners, eighteen Knights
of the Realm, seventy-four Fellows of the Royal Society, thirty-four Fellows of the British Academy and
two members of the Order of Merit. This is the story of a now largely forgotten woman, a woman whose
relentless efforts and tireless bravery helped shape the face of modern world.
John Eidinow has published three books with his co-author David Edmonds, each describing knockdown, drag-out clashes between men of titanic gifts: Wittgenstein's Poker (Random House) which was
shortlisted for the Guardian First Book Award and translated into over thirty languages; Bobby Fischer
Goes to War (Faber), which was long listed for the Samuel Johnson prize; and Rousseau's Dog (Faber).
Eidinow was a previously a presenter and interviewer for BBC Radio 4 and World Service, working in
news and current affairs, and making documentaries on historical and contemporary issues.

*BARBARIANS: REBELLION AND RESISTANCE TO THE ROMAN EMPIRE
by Stephen P. Kershaw
Ancient History | Robinson | 288pp | May 2019

A new history of Rome that takes a fresh and original viewpoint, building its
narrative around the lives, personalities, successes and failures both of the key
opponents of Rome’s rise and dominance, and of the ones who ultimately
brought the empire down
History is written by the victors, and in the case of Rome the victors also had some
extremely eloquent historians. Rome’s history, as written by the Romans, follows a
remarkable trajectory from its origins as a tiny village of refugees from a conflict
zone, to a dominant superpower, before being transformed into the Medieval and Byzantine worlds. But
throughout its rise and fall Rome faced resistance and rebellion from peoples which it regarded as
barbarous and/or barbarian. The plan of the book is to present a selection of portrait-histories of
Africans, Britons, Easterners, Egyptians, Gauls, Germans, Goths, Huns, Vandals, etc., which can be read
individually as stand-alone pieces or collectively as a narrative ‘barbarian’ history of Rome. These will
be based both on ancient historical writings and modern archaeological research.
Dr Kershaw works in the Oxford University Department for Continuing Education and tutors on the
Masters in Literature and Art. In addition to titles published by Robinson, A Brief Guide to the Greek
Myths, A Brief History of the Roman Empire and A Brief History of Atlantis, he has edited The Penguin
Dictionary of Classical Mythology. Steve was an expert contributor to the History Channel's Barbarians
Rising series; former students include the Princess of Jordan; he translated the Greek inscription on
Matthew Pinsent's fourth Olympic gold medal for him after his victory in Athens; and he is a guest
speaker for the Royal Academy (through Cox & Kings). Option publishers: US (Pegasus)
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* THE CASTAWAY by Robert Macklin
History | Robinson | 336pp | July 2019

A true story of an almost unimaginable experience that has at its heart what it means to be human and
that what unites us is far more significant than what divides us.
This is the remarkable true story of a French cabin boy Narcisse Pelletier who, after disembarking from
his ship the Saint-Paul with the rest of its crew in search of drinking water, found himself separated
from his shipmates and in the end abandoned on the north coast of Queensland, Australia. Narcisse was
adopted by an Aboriginal group who welcomed him as one of their own for seventeen years, during
which time he had a family of his own. In 1875, though, he was kidnapped by the brig John Bell and
was returned eventually to his family in Saint-Gilles, France, where he became a lighthouse keeper.
Robert Macklin makes skilful use of Narcisse’s own memoir Chez les sauvages along with new research
to tell this extraordinary story.
Robert Macklin is well known as the author of Australiana and military titles including Dark Paradise,
Operation Milau and Warrior Elite. His most recent biography, Hamilton Hume, is an account of the life
of one of Australia’s first explorers.

* ONE FINE DAY by Matthew Parker
History | Little, Brown | 400pp | September 2020

The story of the greatest empire in world history at its absolute, hubristic zenith
29th September 1923. The British Empire was fourteen million square miles, just under a quarter of the
globe’s land area. 460 million people, a fifth of the world’s population inhabited it. In ONE FINE DAY
Matthew Parker examines this astonishing edifice in all its glory but with all of its ugly underbelly
clearly visible, and with the seeds of its demise already sown. Readers will be able to inhabit the lives of
people, rich and poor, male and female, coloniser and colonised, who are agents in this moment of
apparent imperial super-glory. We learn what they ate, what they wore, their likes and dislikes, what
they thought. This magisterial survey takes in in trivial, personal events as well as momentous political
and military ones. While there might be ground-breaking elections, military clashes and violent
demonstrations, there are also marriages, suicides, strange disappearances, parties.
Matthew Parker was born in El Salvador in 1970 to an expatriate family and while growing up lived in
Britain, Norway and Barbados. He read English at Balliol College, Oxford and then worked in a number
of roles in book publishing in London from salesman to commissioning editor.
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*ANGELS IN THE TRENCHES by Dr Leo Ruickbie
History | Robinson | 432pp | November 2018 | Korea:

| Japan:

A story-led approach, neither credulous nor judgmental, covering hitherto
unknown and unpublished aspects of paranormal beliefs and experiences during
the years 1914 to 1918
After the miraculous escape from the German military juggernaut in a small town in
Belgium in 1914, the British believed that they really were on the side of the angels.
From the Angel(s) of Mons to the popular boom in Spiritualism as the horrors of
industrialised warfare reaped their terrible harvest, the paranormal (and its use in
propaganda) is one of the key aspects of the First World War.
Dr Ruickbie, PhD (King’s College London), MA (Lancaster University) has been investigating and writing
about the darker side of life for most of his professional career. He is the author of Witchcraft Out of the
Shadows (2004, 2011), Faustus: The Life and Times of a Renaissance Magician (2009), and A BRIEF GUIDE TO
THE SUPERNATURAL (2012). His work has been mentioned in the media from The Guardian to Radio
Jamaica, and his expertise has been sought by numerous film and media companies.

*THE LAST HURRAH: THE 1947 ROYAL TOUR OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
AND THE END OF EMPIRE by Graham Viney
History | Robinson | 384pp | April 2019

In THE LAST HURRAH, Graham Viney has written a fascinating account of a
pivotal moment in South African history and in that of the British Empire.
The tour was a show of Empire solidarity and a recognition of South Africa's role and
contribution to the Allied cause during World War II, and more specifically of Prime
Minister Jan Smuts. Despite controversy, wherever the tour took the Royal Family,
South Africans of all races turned out in their thousands to cheer and welcome them.
But one year later, in 1948, Smuts' government was defeated in a general election and the Nationalists
under D. F. Malan came to power setting South Africa inexorably on the path to becoming a republic. The
tour had truly been British South Africa's last hurrah. In vivid prose he describes the background to the
1947 Royal Tour of South Africa and its progress across the country in a specially commissioned train.
More than this, Viney provides interesting analysis of the politics of the time and the society, fractious as
ever, which welcomed King George VI and Queen Elizabeth and their two daughters, Princesses Elizabeth
and Margaret. It was on this tour that Princess Elizabeth would observe first-hand the sense of duty with
which her mother and father approached their royal work, and where Princess Margaret would meet
Group Captain Peter Townsend.

Praise for THE LAST HURRAH: The literary surprise of the decade.A story about a country teetering on
the brink of convulsive change and yet almost united, at least for a moment, by love for a king and queen
who weren’t really ours – Rian Malan, author of My Traitor’s Heart
Graham Viney was educated at the Diocesan College (Bishops), Cape Town, and Oxford University where
he read International Relations. He runs an international design company, and, in addition to numerous
papers and articles has written two books, Colonial Houses of South Africa and The Cape of Good Hope, 18061872.
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*FREEDOM by James Walvin

History | Robinson | 304pp | April 2019 | Korea: EYA | Japan: TMA

This book seeks to explain one of the major shifts in Western history in the past
five centuries
In the three centuries following Columbus’s landfall in the Americas, slavery
became a critical institution across swathes of the Americas. It saw twelve million
Africans loaded onto the slave ships, and had seismic consequences for Africa. It
was also unquestioned. Yet within a mere seventy-five years slavery had vanished
from the Americas: it declined, collapsed or was destroyed, by a complexity of
forces that, to this day, remain disputed. Slavery itself came in many shapes and
sizes and if all these millions of diverse, enslaved people had one thing in common it was a universal
detestation of their bondage. They wanted an end to it: they wanted to be like the free people around
them. Most of these enslaved peoples did not live to see freedom. The collapse of slavery and the
triumph of black freedom constitutes an extraordinary historical upheaval – and this book will explain
how that happened.
James Walvin is the author of many books on slavery and modern social history. His book, Crossings,
was published by Reaktion Books in 2013. His first book, with Michael Craton, was a detailed study of a
sugar plantation: A Jamaican Plantation, Worthy Park, 1670–1970 (Toronto, 1970). He became a Fellow of
the Royal Society of Literature in 2006, and in 2008 was awarded an OBE for services to scholarship.
Option publishers: Czech (Anag spol); Chinese Simplified (Citic Press); US (Pegasus)

*10 WOMEN WHO CHANGED SCIENCE AND THE WORLD by
Catherine Whitlock and Rhodri Evans
Science | Robinson | 320pp | February 2019 | Korea: EYA | Japan: EAJ

A focus on ten women scientists, many of them under-acknowledged who have
had significant impacts in various fields
Rhodri Evans, who co-authored TEN PHYSICISTS WHO TRANSFORMED
REALITY with Brian Clegg, has worked with Catherine Whitlock to compile the
following list of ten key women scientists, which forms the core of the book.
Whitlock specialises in life sciences so complements Evans’s background in
physics and astrophysics. The list includes a good mix of nationalities and such a
book would be timely given the recent #distractinglysexy controversy, an issue
likely to continue to resurface in various ways for another century or so. All of these women have, in
their various ways, overcome many obstacles to achieve what they have done, obstacles that men did
not have to face, a point that will be made in the book, though not overdone. The women in the book
are: Henrietta Leavitt, Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, Lise Meitner, Chien-Shiung Wu, Marie Curie, Dorothy
Crowfoot Hodgkin, Virginia Apgar, Gertrude Elion, Rita Levi-Montalicini and Hilde Mangold.
Having gained a Diploma in Science Communication from Birkbeck College, University of London - as
well as a PhD in Immunology - Catherine Whitlock now works as a freelance writer. She has written for
numerous magazines and websites including The Wellcome Trust and Nature Publishing Group. She is
a Chartered Biologist and a member of the British Society for Immunology and the Association of British
Science Writers.
Dr Rhodri Evans studied Physics at Imperial College London, before gaining his PhD in Astrophysics
from Cardiff University. He has taught at a number of universities around the world and is the author of
numerous popular-science articles. He speaks regularly at conferences and is a regular contributor to the
BBC on Physics and Astronomy.
Japanese – Kagaku-Dojin; Korean – Munhakssasangsa
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* AFTERNOON WITH THE BLINDS DRAWN by Brett Anderson
Memoir | Little, Brown | 224pp | October 2019 | Korea:

| Japan: EAJ

The second memoir from Suede founder and lead singer Brett Anderson

In AFTERNOONS WITH THE BLINDS DRAWN, Anderson unflinchingly explores his relationship
with addiction, his regrets surrounding the severed musical bond with fellow founding member and guitarist
Bernard Butler, and demonstrates a clear-eyed perspective on his youthful persona: ‘As a young man… I
oscillated between morbid self-reflection and vainglorious narcissism’ he writes. This honesty, sharply selfaware and articulate, makes AFTERNOON WITH THE BLINDS DRAWN a compelling autobiography,
and a moving tribute to one of the most significant bands of the last quarter century, its impact on our
musical landscape, its resilience, and its evolution.
Praise for COAL BLACK MORNINGS:
A remarkable feat, utterly true. This decade's Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius - Douglas Coupland,
author of Generation X; This memoir is a thought-provoking meditation on how our childhoods form the people
we become, as well as a love letter to London […] perfect – Evening Standard; Fascinating […] gorgeously
written. On more than one occasion it made me well up […] most certainly not just for the fan club – the
Guardian; elegantly written, gently reflective […] COAL BLACK MORNINGS stands as a quietly wistful,
ineffably romantic coming of age story, a beautiful little reminder of the magic that happens around the edges –
Sunday Times; COAL BLACK MORNINGS is a triumph […] A bracingly honest work raised way above the
celeb-book fray by Anderson’s obvious talent for writing […] What he says is revelatory, and delivered with
writerly panache – as is the rest of this singular memoir, which sends you back to the music, suddenly aware of the
wealth of experience that sparked its creation – Mojo.
Option publishers: Chinese Simplified (Shanghai Elegant People Books Co Ltd), Finnish (Sammakko)

Spanish – Contra

* THE ADDICTED MIND: A DOCTOR’S LIFE TREATING EXCESS by Henrietta BowdenJones
Memoir | Virago | 320pp | September 2019| Korea: Danny Hong | Japan: Uni

A searing exploration of the psychological distress caused by addiction, and a celebration of the
resilience of the human spirit
The book is structured through the individual stories of some of the thousands of patients Henrietta
Bowden-Jones has treated. She takes the reader into her clinics as she works to help her patients rebuild
their lives. She is a warm, wise and compassionate narrator. Despite encountering her patients’ suffering
on a daily basis, her outlook is optimistic. She is driven by her faith in ‘the amazing ability of the human
mind to be healed’. Her career, with its dedication to helping others and expanding the boundaries of
medical understanding, is also an inspiration. THE ADDICTED MIND has a broad appeal to all readers
interested in compelling life-stories. In addition, readers of books by medical professionals such as
Henry Marsh, Atul Gawande and Stephen Grosz are an obvious target readership for this book.
Bowden-Jones is a Consultant Psychiatrist and globally renowned expert in the field of Addiction
Psychiatry. Amongst her many eminent positions, she is Honorary Senior Lecturer in the Division of
Brain Science at Imperial College London, and media spokesperson on behavioural addictions for the
Royal College of Psychiatrists.
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*RED & WHITE by Oz Clarke

Memoir | 656pp | Little, Brown | October 2018

A funny and engaging memoir which blends the personality and style of Nigel
Slater’s Toast, with Clarke’s encyclopaedic knowledge of wine
RED & WHITE tells the story of Clarke’s childhood, career as an actor and love
affair with wine, while gently imparting his unrivalled wisdom about grapes from
around the world.
Oz Clarke is one of the world’s leading wine experts, whose formidable reputation
is based on his extensive wine knowledge and readable, no-nonsense approach.
Clarke’s current bestselling books include his two annuals (Pocket Wine Book and 250 Best Wines Wine
Buying Guide), Let Me Tell You About Wine, Bordeaux, Wine Atlas and Grapes & Wines (with Margaret
Rand). His frequent BBC TV and radio appearances are broadcast around the world. His third BBC TV
series with Top Gear co-presenter James May was Oz and James Drink to Britain – a rollicking caravan
adventure around the British Isles exploring beers, cider, whisky, wine and more. His latest TV venture
is Oz and Hugh’s Last Orders, with Hugh Dennis.
Before wine took over his life in 1984, Oz Clarke was a full-time actor and singer, appearing in West End
hit shows such as Evita, Sweeney Todd and The Mitford Girls, and touring with the Royal Shakespeare
Company.

*MALCOLM McLAREN: THE AUTHORISED BIOGRAPHY by Paul
Gorman
Biography | Constable | 448pp | October 2019 | Korea:

| Japan: EAJ

The authorised biography of the figurehead of the punk movement
This is the authorised biography of Malcolm McLaren, cultural iconoclast and
enduring figurehead of the punk movement, perhaps most notoriously as creator of
the Sex Pistols. Paul Gorman has unparalleled access to McLaren’s inner circle, and
the book will feature contributions from Steven Spielberg, Quentin Tarantino, Marc
Jacobs, David Bailey, Boy George, Johnny Rotten, Chrissie Hynde and Dame
Vivienne Westwood. The book will include an introduction by Alan Moore, and a
foreword by Steven Spielberg.
Paul Gorman is a writer specialising in visual culture. His books include Straight With Boy George; The
Look: Adventures In Rock & Pop Fashion (foreword by Malcolm McLaren; introduction Sir Paul Smith);
Reasons To Be Cheerful (foreword Peter Saville; introduction Billy Bragg); and Legacy: The Story of The
Face.
Polish – Czarne Owca
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*PRESENT TENSE: A RADIOHEAD COMPENDIUM by Barney Hoskyns
Biography | Constable | 320pp | February 2019

A Rock's Backpages anthology of Radiohead, the most radical and fascinating
rock band in modern music history.
For over 25 years, Radiohead have been the most radical and fascinating rock band
in the world. Fearless in their desire to change and shape-shift, the Oxfordshire
quintet has - through the nine studio albums from 1993's Pablo Honey to 2016's A
Moon-Shaped Pool - consistently stretched the boundaries of what 'rock' means and
does. Anchored in Thom Yorke's soaring voice and elliptical lyrics, and in the
compositional genius of guitarist/keyboardist Jonny Greenwood, Radiohead continue to astonish as
they approach their fourth decade.
PRESENT TENSE collects the best writing on this most literate of pop groups, from the earliest local
reports about On A Friday - Radiohead's first moniker - through the inspired commentary of Mark Greif
and Simon Reynolds to the trenchant profiles of Will Self, John Harris and others. It's an anthology that
goes a long way towards explaining what Rock's Backpages editor Barney Hoskyns describes as the
band's 'seriousness, emotional grandeur and willingness to stare humanity's dystopian hi-tech future in
the face'.
Barney Hoskyns is the co-founder and editorial director of online rock-journalism library Rock's
Backpages (www.rocksbackpages.com), and author of several books including Across the Great Divide:
The Band & America (1993), Waiting for the Sun: Strange Days, Weird Scenes, & the Sound of Los Angeles
(1996), Hotel California: Singer-Songwriters & Cocaine Cowboys in the LA Canyons (2005) and Lowside of the
Road: A Life of Tom Waits (2009). A former US correspondent for MOJO, Hoskyns writes for Uncut and
other UK publications, and has contributed to Vogue, Rolling Stone and GQ.

* LONG WAY HOME: LOVE, LIFE, DEATH, AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN by Dan Jarvis
Memoir | Little, Brown | 320pp | June 2019

A deeply emotional combination of grief memoir and soldier's story.
Before becoming an MP, Dan Jarvis was a soldier for fifteen years, serving in Iraq and Afghanistan
among other places. Every time he left the family home for a conflict zone Dan knew he was risking his
life: many of his contemporaries were badly injured or killed. But he never imagined that the one to die
would be his wife Caroline, who he lost to cancer at a tragically young age, leaving him to bring up their
two small children. In LONG WAY HOME the two stories run in parallel, Dan's service in the Parachute
Regiment, for which he was subsequently awarded the MBE, becoming increasingly untenable as
Caroline's health declined. It's a soldier's story and a father's story: an extraordinary tale of fortitude,
love and doing the best you can in horribly difficult circumstances.
For the first time, Dan tells us about his time in the Parachute Regiment, his attempts to join the SAS
(thwarted by a hair-raising and truly unique series of events) and missions in Afghanistan. He shares
what he's learned about endurance, about the power of the human spirit, about fortitude, resilience and
survival. About never giving up, and about finding ways to cope with the pressure. But also about
taking nothing for granted and remembering to value those around you, all while trying to keep a smile
on your face.
Daniel Owen Woolgar Jarvis, MBE is a British Labour Party politician and former British Army Major.
From 1997 to 2011, he served in the Parachute Regiment of the British Army, before being elected as the
Member of Parliament (MP) for Barnsley Central in a by-election. He was elected as Mayor of Sheffield
City Region in 2018.
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*TO VENICE WITH LOVE: A MIDLIFE ADVENTURE by Philip Gwynne
Jones
Memoir & Culture | Constable | 320pp | March 2019

It's never too late to have a big adventure...
Philip and Caroline Jones, a middle-aged couple living in Edinburgh, found
themselves facing redundancy and an uncertain future. Until they received some
advice from a complete stranger in a pub.
Their response was to sell everything in order to move to Venice, in search of a
better, simpler life. They were wrong about the 'simpler' bit... TO VENICE WITH
LOVE recounts how they arrived in Venice with ten pieces of luggage, no job, no friends and no longterm place to stay. From struggling with the language to battling bureaucracy; the terror of teaching
English to Italian teenagers, the company of a modestly friendly cat... and finally, from debugging
financial systems on an Edinburgh industrial estate, to building an ordinary life in an extraordinary city,
To Venice with Love is a love-letter to a city that changed their lives. It's a story told through the history,
music, art, architecture (and, of course, the food) of La Serenissima.
Praise for Philip Gwynne Jones’ VENICE series: Superb - always gripping, beautifully constructed and vivid Stephen Glover; Sinister and shimmering, The Venetian Game is as haunting and darkly elegant as Venice itself
- L.S. Hilton, bestselling author of Maestra; Clever and great fun - The Times
Philip Gwynne Jones lives in Venice and works as a teacher, writer and translator. He is the author of
two crime novels set in Venice THE VENETIAN GAME and VENGEANCE IN VENICE. Option publishers:
German (Rowohlt); Italian (Newton Compton)

*RECORD PLAY PAUSE by Stephen Morris
Memoir | Constable | 352pp | Feb 2019 | Korea:

| Japan: EAJ

A remarkable memoir from New Order's Stephen Morris, who tells his story for
the first time
Stephen Morris has had a distinguished career, spanning nearly forty years, as a
pivotal member of Joy Division and New Order with his trademark machine-like
drumming. After the death of Joy Division's singer, Ian Curtis, in 1980, Bernard
Sumner, Peter Hook, Morris and his wife Gillian formed New Order, one of the
most critically acclaimed and influential bands of the late twentieth century. New
Order became the flagship band for Tony Wilson's Factory Records and, alongside
him, opened the infamous Hacienda nightclub, the centre of the acid house movement. In 2015, after a
ten-year hiatus, New Order released Music Complete; which charted at #2 in its first week of release (the
band's highest position in over twenty years). Morris's book won't be that typical music autobiography,
which tends to be high on mischief and low on the music. Part memoir, part visual scrapbook, part aural
history, it will be a hybrid memoir in Morris's wry voice. Morris will weave a dual narrative of growing
up in the North West during the 1970s with how the music actually works.
Stephen Morris is an English musician, best known for his work with New Order and Joy Division.
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*DESERT SNIPER by Ed Nash

Memoir | Little, Brown | 320pp | September 2018

A modern classic in the making, DESERT SNIPER will prove to be one of the
most unforgettable accounts to emerge from the war against ISIS
DESERT SNIPER is an extraordinary, true account of one man's journey from wellmeaning volunteer to battle-scarred combat sniper, placing himself daily in the line
of fire to fight one of the greatest evils of this new century.
Ed Nash has travelled across the globe, and is working with refugees in Burma,
when he first becomes aware of the terrible atrocities being committed under ISIS's
newly established 'Caliphate', covering vast tracts of Iraq and Syria. In June 2015, he chooses to
undertake the hazardous journey, via Northern Iraq, to Syria, to join ill-equipped and poorly trained but
battle-hardened Kurdish forces as they attempt to halt ISIS’s relentless advance.
Nash is an articulate, insightful and refreshingly honest companion as he unpacks the shifting
complexities of the political and military situation in which he finds himself. As one of a motley band of
foreign volunteer fighters - veterans of other conflicts, adventurers and misfits, from many different
countries - we follow him through his rudimentary training and early combat operations as he and his
companions slowly gain the trust and respect of their Kurdish colleagues.
Ed Nash was born in the South East of England and, after a number of years of travelling in Africa and
Asia, studied for a degree in History at a university in the North West of England, gaining first class
honours. He worked as a press officer with the Free Burma Rangers, an organisation that provides
medical support and assistance to persecuted minority movements across Burma.
Japanese – Disk Union; Polish – Rebis

* I TALK TOO MUCH: MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY by Francis Rossi
Autobiography | Constable | 336pp | April 2019

In I TALK TOO MUCH, the Status Quo main man reveals for the first time the true-life stories
behind the life and times of one of the bestselling rock singers in the world.
With over 100 million records sold worldwide in a career that mirrors the evolution of rock music, from
the flower power sixties, with hits like 'Pictures Of Matchstick Men', through the denim-clad seventies
and classic Quo-tastic anthems such as 'Down Down', 'Rocking All Over The World' and 'Whatever You
Want', through the turbulent eighties, when they famously opened Live Aid ('Quo and Queen are
probably the only two acts everybody remembers from that,' said Bob Geldof), through break-ups,
make-ups, and a total of 65 hit singles and 32 hit albums (not including compilations and live albums),
up to the tragic death of Rossi's partner Rick Parfitt in December 2016.
Along the way, Rossi has fathered eight children with three mothers, been through alcoholism ('I would
drink 12 double-tequilas before I could relax and have a drink'), cocaine addiction ('I had to have coke
just to get out of bed. Until the day my septum dropped out of my nose') and accumulated and spent
untold millions. I Talk Too Much will also explore Rossi's complicated relationship with God and even
more complicated relationship with Rick Parfitt.
Francis Rossi is the co-founder, lead singer and lead guitarist of Status Quo.
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* THE ACT OF LIVING by Frank Tallis

Psychology & Memoir | Little, Brown | 352pp | January 2020

This is psychotherapy digested – a toolbox for living.
Compared to previous generations, we have unprecedented access to information, increased personal
freedom, more material comforts, more possessions, and greater life expectancy. Yet, a very significant
number of people are depressed, anxious, or complain of being unfulfilled. Estimates of the incidence of
mental illness vary, with some studies suggesting that a third of the population will experience at least
one clinically significant episode of mental illness over the course of a lifetime: people are stressed,
worried and unhappy. If science has no opinion and religion has lost its authority, where are we to look
for guidance? Renowned psychotherapist and author of The Influential Mind, Frank Tallis, argues that
the goals of psychotherapy are not so very different from the goals of everyday life. People want to be
happy and optimize outcomes. The theories and ideas that have arisen out of psychotherapy represent
something of an undervalued resource. They are highly instructive and can illuminate many subjects –
among them, the question of how to live.
THE ACT OF LIVING is not an objective history of psychotherapy or a history of ideas. It is a personal
synthesis; an exploration of an intellectual tradition alongside ideas, drawn from a lifetime of practice, of
how psychotherapeutic concepts can inform life decisions. Tallis offers readers an unbiased and distilled
account of a fascinating body of ideas.
Praise for The Incurable Romantic: Tallis writes with clarity and wit about the morbid condition of love, which
emerges here as a kind of mental disorder . . . riveting stuff - Sebastian Faulks; Compelling - Susie Orbach;
Frank Tallis brings a lifetime's clinical experience and wise reflection to a condition that, by its own strange routes,
leads us into the very heart of love itself. This is a brilliant, compelling book - Ian McEwan;
Dr Frank Tallis is a writer and clinical psychologist. He has held lecturing posts in clinical psychology at
the Institute of Psychiatry and neuroscience at King's College London. He has published over 30
scientific papers in international journals and has written a textbook on cognitive and
neuropsychological aspects of Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD). He has written three works of
psychology for the lay reader: Changing Minds (a history of psychotherapy), Hidden Minds (a history of
the unconscious) and Lovesick (an exploration of the relationship between romantic love and mental
illness). Option Publishers: Bulgarian (CoLibri); Dutch (Atlas Contact); German (btb Verlag); Lithuanian (Vaga); Portuguese in

Portugal (Lua de Papel); Portuguese in Brazil (Faro); Russian (AST); Serbian (Vulkan); Slovakian (Inaque); Spanish (Principal de
los Livros); US (Basic Books)

*BACK IN THE FRAME by Jools Walker

Memoir | Sphere | 288pp | May 2019 | Korea: EntersKorea | Japan:

Part guide, part memoir, this is the first book from Jools Walker, who blogs as
Lady Velo
Jools Walker jumped back into cycling aged twenty-eight after a ten-year absence
from the saddle. Shortly after rediscovering the joy of life on two wheels, she was
diagnosed with depression and then, in her early thirties, hit by a mini-stroke. Yet,
through all of these slow punctures, one constant remained: Walker’s love of
cycling. Throughout BACK IN THE FRAME, Walker provides both inspiration and
practical advice, and narrates her story of falling back into cycling. She also
introduces the reader to the people who have ridden alongside her, especially the female trailblazers
making their mark on the cycling industry.
Jools Walker is the cycle-style blogger behind www.VeloCityGirl.com that launched in March 2010. She
now finds herself talking about cycling culture on the sofas of BBC Newsnight, writing about it in
nationwide publications and giving talks at women's cycling events across the country.
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* POST-MILITARY MENTAL HEALTH by Alan Barrett
Self-Help | Robinson | 288pp | November 2019

A self-help guide for veterans and their families
This new title is aimed at the large market for military veterans, their families, and accredited therapists
who may be less familiar with issues particular to this client group, whose mental health needs have
been recognised as requiring more support than is routinely available. Psychological complications are
very common for ‘early service leavers’ and for those deployed in combat roles. There are in excess of
2000 charities and third sector organisations in the UK alone that offer support to this population. In
addition to health services (for mental and physical health), and the voluntary sector, military veterans
pose particular issues to the local authorities, social services, housing, drug and alcohol services, and the
criminal justice system. Veterans often avoid treatment and support they would benefit from, due to
various issues of stigma, shame and guilt.
Dr Alan Barrett is a Consultant Clinical Psychologist and the Clinical Lead for the largest dedicated NHS
psychological treatment service for military veterans in the UK. As an active member of the North West
Armed Forces Network, Alan additionally represents the region at the National Military Veterans
Mental Health Network, and supports military veteran mental health as a member of the NW
Psychological Professions Network Workforce Board. He is also currently a member of the Mental
Health sub group for the National Armed Forces Clinical reference group at NHS England. He intends
to donate 100% of profits from this book back into PCFT’s Military Veterans’ Service to help more
military veterans get the best help available.

THE LITTLE BOOK OF PRACTICAL MAGIC by Sarah Bartlett
Self-Help | Piatkus | 272pp | September 2018 | Korea: EntersKorea | Japan: Uni

An enchanting little book, which is the ultimate beginner's guide to practicing
modern-day healing magic
This book is for the ‘occult curious’. Discover not only the secrets of crystals, herbs,
chakras, fortune telling and psychic power, but also how to work with them for
personal success, love and wellbeing. You don’t have to believe in magic to read this
book – magic is simply about making wondrous and good things happen. With this
practical guide, you can quickly learn to make magic in your life, and enhance your
own intuitive and healing powers.
After studying for an Art degree at Middlesex University, Bartlett went on to become a consultant
astrologer, first training at the Faculty of Astrological Studies in London, and then acquiring the
Diploma in Psychological Astrology at the CPA, an in-depth three-year professional training
programme which across the fields of astrology, mythology and depth, humanistic and transpersonal
psychology.
Italian – Armenia
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*BREATHE: THE 4-WEEK PLAN TO MANAGE STRESS, ANXIETY AND
PANIC NATURALLY by Mary Birch
Self-Help | Piatkus | 288pp | January 2019

In her years of teaching breathing retraining, Mary Birch has found that the
majority of her clients experiencing symptoms of panic, anxiety and stress are overbreathing, sometimes significantly. Reducing breathing to the normal level has an
enormous impact on reducing stress, anxiety, and panic as well as restoring a sense
of calm. Part 1 of BREATHE provides an explanation of the link between overbreathing and stress, anxiety and panic symptoms. Part 2 contains a four-week
program with weekly guidelines to help people experiencing these issues to
improve their breathing pattern and gain long-term relief. The author recommends a minimum fourweek breathing retraining program for a reason: the body needs time to adjust so the new and improved
breathing pattern becomes automatic, preventing reversion to a disordered breathing pattern and
chronic over-breathing in times of stress.
Since starting her Melbourne breathing retraining practice in 1999, Mary has successfully helped
numerous clients experiencing stress, anxiety and panic to improve their breathing pattern and
transform their lives. After training as a nurse at Central Middlesex Hospital in London, Mary worked
in Australia, the UK and in Zambia. Mary also worked as a nurse lecturer and clinical teacher for ten
years in Australia. She has published several articles on breathing retraining and presents regularly on
this topic to health care professionals and community groups. Mary lives in Melbourne with her
husband.

YOUNGER FOR LONGER by Dr Duncan Carmichael

Popular Health | Robinson | 464pp | December 2018 | Korea: CC | Japan: TMA

Very few people want to die. Most people want to live for longer, provided their
health stays good enough for them to enjoy an extended life
Rapid technological change is fast stripping old age of any perceived value - we all
(East as well as West) want to be young, smart and not old, decrepit and wise. The
market for this book is therefore vast. More significantly, its responsiveness is
increasing as medical science advances the prospect of solutions to degenerative
illnesses.
In many cases it is the choices we make that determine whether we will enjoy excellent health right to
the end, or an early debilitating illness. In other words, our health is largely in our hands. YOUNGER
FOR LONGER weaves the author’s detailed knowledge of hormones, toxins, nutrition, stress and an
array of other factors, including recent developments in stem cell research and genetics, to provide a
comprehensive, up-to-date and medically rigorous description of health, ageing and the human body.
All is delivered in his distinctive, easy to-follow but authoritative style. Readers will discover what will
help them and what will harm them, and what practical steps they can take to slow the ageing process as
much as possible – in short, how to keep themselves younger for longer.
Dr Carmichael founded the Institute of Healthy Ageing in South Africa. For more than a decade IHASA
has been the go-to clinic for everyone interested in all aspects of healthy ageing. Its integrated approach
combines health, wellness and beauty, and the clinic offers treatments that are evidence-based and
scientific.
Russian – AST
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THREE MEN ON A DIET: A VERY ENGLISH APPROACH TO LOSING
WEIGHT by George Courtauld
Humour | Constable | 224pp | October 2018

An hilarious and brutally honest story of three mighty men with nothing to gain
and so much to lose: a diet book with a difference
THREE MEN ON A DIET is the story of George, Reggie and Sebastian, three
middle-aged friends and food- and drink-lovers, learning how to lower their calorie
intake without losing their joie de vivre.
Determined to improve his looks and health before it's too late, Reggie persuades
the others to join him on a five-month quest to shed three stone. Each has his own
degree of cynicism, commitment and willingness to compromise on breakfast, parties and alcohol.
Amidst the bewildering array of information on offer (what is a carb? What is saturated fat? How many
units in a bottle of wine?), together they learn how to navigate stumbling blocks such as mayonnaise,
chocolate and cheese, and support each other through fortnightly weigh-ins and varied levels of success
with the Fast Diet, the Atkins Diet and others. At the very least, they hope to give up snoring and
rekindle their love lives. Join the trio on their journey as they learn the truth about dieting. This
hilarious and realistic guide rips up the rule books: it is an anti-diet book for those who enjoy the finer
things in life.
George Courtauld has worked as a headhunter for twenty-five years. In 2004, he self-published The
Pocket Book of Patriotism, which reached number six in the non-fiction Christmas bestseller list.

THE ANXIETY EPIDEMIC: THE CAUSES OF OUR MODERN-DAY
ANXIETIES by Graham Davey
Popular Psychology | Robinson | 400pp | November 2018 | Korea: EYA | Japan: EAJ

Why is the world experiencing an epidemic of anxiety?
We only need look around us to see anxieties: in the family home, the workplace, on
social media, and especially in the news. It's true that everyone feels anxious at some
time in their lives, but we're told we're all feeling more anxious than we've ever
been before - and for longer than we've ever done before. It's even reported that
anxiety is a modern epidemic significant enough to challenge the dominance of
depression as the most common mental health problem. We only need look around
us to see anxieties: in the family home, the workplace, on social media, and especially in the news. It's
true that everyone feels anxious at some time in their lives, but we're told we're all feeling more anxious
than we've ever been before - and for longer than we've ever done before. It's even reported that anxiety
is a modern epidemic significant enough to challenge the dominance of depression as the most common
mental health problem.
Graham Davey is Professor of Psychology at the University of Sussex. His research interests extend
across mental health problems generally, and anxiety and worry specifically. He’s published over 150
articles in peer-reviewed scientific and professional journals, and has written or edited sixteen books. He
is a former President of the British Psychological Society and has also served as Editor of the Society’s
house magazine The Psychologist. Currently, he is Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Experimental
Psychopathology and Psychopathology Review, both of which publish cutting-edge research on anxiety
and anxiety-related problems.
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THE PART-TIME VEGAN by Sarah Flower
Health & Cookery | Pitakus | 272pp | December 2018

A practical, easy to use book for people who want to introduce some vegan
recipes to their diet in order to make it healthier, but don't want to be a vegan
Many people are intrigued by the current trend for veganism. This book is for all
those who want to 'have a go' - whether it's simply to improve their diet or lighten
the load on the planet - but who don't have the time or the inclination to follow a
vegan diet full time. There are numerous glossy vegan cookbooks (and authors)
extolling the benefits of everything from making nut milks to replicating the taste
of cheese. This book is different. The recipes in The Part-time Vegan are straightforward, feature readily
available ingredients and are, of course, delicious, because they are based on the best simple, natural
flavours that nature has to offer. As well as providing recipes for midweek and weekend breakfasts,
lunches and main meals, the book covers why being a part-time vegan is a great approach to health when we balance vegan recipes with high-quality sources non-processed meat, fish and dairy. After all,
variety is key to a healthy diet.
Sarah Flower is trained in nutrition and nutritional medicine and author of 15 books, including the
bestselling The Everyday Halogen Oven Cookbook. As a nutritionist and journalist, Sarah has written many
articles on diets, including sugar free, grain free, low carb and high protein. She also runs workshops at
local schools, talking to parents and teaching children how to cook and eat a healthy diet.

EATING TO BEAT TYPE 2 DIABETES: THE LOW CARB WAY TO
REVERSE INSULIN RESISTANCE AND CONTROL DIABETES by Sarah
Flower
Health & Lifestyle| Robinson | 272pp | November 2018

Dietary advice, family recipes and meal plans to help you combat and even
reverse a silent, debilitating and deadly epidemic: type 2 diabetes.
In EATING TO BEAT TYPE 2 DIABETES, qualified nutritionist and esteemed
author Sarah Flower offers a key message for those who either have or are at risk of
developing type 2 diabetes: avoid processed grains, sugars and other foods, and
opt instead for a balanced diet containing proper ingredients that are rich in natural fats and goodquality protein. Sarah put her own clients suffering from type 2 diabetes onto this sugar-free, low-carb
and high-fat regime with amazing results. They experienced weight loss, increased energy levels and most importantly - they saw their blood sugar levels decrease to a normal range so that they were able to
come off medication. This book gives practical, easy-to-follow and utterly delicious family recipes
which prove that changing your lifestyle and eating habits doesn't have to mean missing out on foods
you love - from 'Easy low-carb pancakes' to 'Grain-free chicken Kiev'
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*BEYOND THE FOOTPATH: MINDFUL WALKING FOR MODERN
PILGRIMS by Clare Gogerty
Nature | Pitakus | 256pp | April 2019 | Korea: EntersKorea | Japan:

A practical and inspirational guide to modern pilgrimages – the non-religious act
of walking mindfully to a place of meaning
In these frantic and unsettling times, more people are seeking meaning, stillness and
a greater connection with the natural world. Modern pilgrimages satisfy this need.
Walking mindfully to a special place goes beyond rambling to something deeper. By
leaving behind our noisy lives, setting off quietly and with purpose, then simply
putting one foot in front of the other, we discover more about ourselves and the land
we inhabit. BEYOND THE FOOTPATH blends the inspirational and the practical with useful
information, mindful and creative exercises and suggestions of destinations for your own mindful walks
or pilgrimages. Walking with an intention adds purpose and focuses the mind, and Clare Gogerty shows
us how the the aim of a pilgrimage is to reach a significant place and come to an understanding of
yourself and of the landscape you have walked through. BEYOND THE FOOTPATH is sure to spur any
reader to pull on their walking boots and step out on to their own pilgrim's way.
Clare Gogerty is an author, journalist and award-winning editor. She edited Coast magazine for six years
and has edited the National Trust Magazine, and Grand Designs Magazine. Other titles she has worked for
include Tatler, In Style, The Sunday Times, the Evening Standard and Esquire. Currently she is associate
editor of The Simple Things magazine. She combines this with writing books – the National Trust’s Book of
the Coast, three guidebooks for the National Trust, and Hidden Villages for Batsford publishers.

*THE HYBRID DIET by Patrick Holford and Jerome Burne
Diet | Piatkus | 384pp | March 2019 | Korea: EntersKorea | Japan:

A flexible approach to losing weight and getting healthy that could be the next
5:2 diet
Diet has become a controversial and divisive subject in recent years. With so many
conflicting messages about what we should eat, we all seem to be confused about
what constitutes a healthy diet. Many experts fall into two opposing camps – those
who advocate a no-carb, high-protein, high-fat approach (think Atkins, Dukan,
Real Meal and Paleo), and those who favour a healthy carb and moderate protein
and fat regime (South Beach, Mediterranean and low-GL diets). In THE HYBRID
DIET, nutrition expert Patrick Holford and leading health journalist Jerome Burne explain what lies
behind these conflicting approaches, why we should make the best use of both options, and when and
how to do that. It’s a ground-breaking proposition that is based on the latest research into health, weight
loss and athletic performance. The book is based on the fact that the human body, like a hybrid car, can
run on two sources of fuel – glucose and ketones.
Patrick Holford is the author of over thirty books, translated into over twenty languages and selling over
a million copies worldwide, and in 1984 he founded the Institute for Optimum Nutrition (ION), one of
the most respected educational establishments for training nutritional therapists.
Jerome Burne is an award-winning medical and health journalist who, over the last twenty-five years,
has been writing for most of the UK nationals about the latest developments in health and cutting-edge
research.
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222 WAYS TO TRICK YOURSELF TO SLEEP by Kim Jones
Health & Self-Help| Piatkus | 192pp | March 2019

Scientifically proven methods to trick yourself into sleep, in an accessible and
easily digestible format
Half of us average six hours’ sleep a night. Four in five worry that we’re not getting
enough. While 30% of Americans identify as insomniacs. Added to this is a rise in
reported sleep problems attributed to our always-on culture; western society is
chronically sleep-deprived, according to Nobel Prize winner and Neuroscientist
Michael Rosbash, reporting on his research this autumn. Because poor sleep is now
being linked to psychological issues, heart disease, diabetes, infertility, weight gain,
memory loss, depression, cognitive deterioration, and more, interest in better sleep is expanding to
include everyone who wants to improve their health generally. From managing your thoughts, relaxing
your body and overcoming fears of being unable to sleep, to making your bedroom a sleep haven and
the daytime habits that improve sleep at night, Kim Jones will cut to the chase with tips and techniques
to give readers the great night’s sleep they need.
Kim Jones is a health and lifestyle journalist. She has worked on the staff of national magazines
including Woman’s Own, Bella, and Wedding & Home and now freelances, mainly for national, weekly and
woman’s titles, including The Daily Mirror, Woman and Home, and the Sunday Express Magazine.

MANFOOD: EAT TO BEAT DISEASE AND BOOST YOUR HEALTH IN
YOUR 40s AND BEYOND by Ian Marber
Diet | Piatkus | 176pp | April 2019

An authoritative guide on the best nutrition for men who want to take control of
their health, slow ageing, manage weight and fight disease
Men and women are different. Whilst we are all equal, we aren't the same. Genetics
and family history combine with our lifestyles and contribute to overall health, and
the results are that men have increased chances of experiencing various diseases.
There are of course multiple factors that contribute to the development of disease,
but we do know that nutrition is a powerful ally in reducing the risk. MANFOOD
is a guide for men entering their midlife on how to enhance their health easily and practically through
their nutritional choices. Award-winning nutritionist Ian Marber suggests simple food swaps, mythbusting facts, and scientific evidence on how consuming certain foods can reduce your risk of prostate
cancer, heart disease, diabetes, dementia and more.
Ian Marber is one of the UK's leading nutritionist and founder of The Food Doctor brand. Marber has
published eleven books on the subject of nutrition, many of which have become best sellers and have
been translated into ten languages. He is a regular contributor to the national press, radio and television,
including the Spectator, LBC Radio, Mail on Sunday, the Telegraph, The Times Body and Soul and Healthy
magazine. Marber had his own series on The Discovery Health channel, weekly appearances on Channel
4’s Richard and Judy and is a regular guest on BBC Breakfast and factual programmes.
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* THE LITTLE BOOK OF TIME by Tiddy Rowan

Self-Help| Piatkus | 224pp | November 2019 | Korea: EYA | Japan: Japan Uni

Insights and guidance on how to rediscover our true priorities, rhythm and real needs in life
The book will reward readers of life-style quests and who seek a better, richer, slower, more fulfilling
way of life. For anyone who has ever pondered the paradoxes of time and who is interested in looking at
their world from a fresh perspective. Whether the reader wants the encouragement to take time out on a
life-scale: a year off following a dream, change of life-style completely - or simply adjusting life to
accommodate a time-table that suits them, this book will have plenty of suggestions and tips.
Tiddy Rowan practised meditation for the first time in 1971 and has been a student ever since. She has a
lifelong interest in mind development and the ancient wisdom of teachers such as Lao Tzu, Buddha and
Thich Nhat Hanh. She is the author of The Little Book of Mindfulness, The Little Book of Quiet, Colour
Yourself Calm and THE LITTLE BOOK OF PEACE (Piatkus, 2016). Option publishers: Arabic (Jarir Bookstore),
Spanish (Urano)

A BRIEF GUIDE TO SELF-HELP CLASSICS by James M. Russell
Self-Help| Robinson | 272pp | January 2019 | Korea: EYA | Japan: EAJ

An entertaining guide to seventy classic self-help texts
From Dale Carnegie's How to Win Friends and Influence People, published in 1936,
which has sold over 30 million copies to date, to the mind management programme
of Professor Steve Peters' The Chimp Paradox, a concise and insightful guide to
seventy of the most influential self-help books ever published. A BRIEF GUIDE TO
SELF-HELP CLASSICS is an entertaining, accessible companion, for readers of selfhelp books and sceptics alike. The titles include classics on achieving success,
confidence and happiness, mindfulness, how to change your life, self-control, overcoming anxiety and
self-esteem issues and stress relief. The chronological arrangement of the titles reveals the intriguing
story of how early self-improvement titles were succeeded by increasingly personality-based,
materialistic titles and shows how breakout classics often influenced other titles for decades to come.
Each book is summarised to convey a brief idea of what it has to offer the interested reader, while a
'Speed Read' for each book delivers a quick sense of what each writer is like to read and a highly
compressed summary of the main points of the book in question. This is a work of reference to dip into,
that acknowledges that some of the most powerful insights into ourselves can be found in texts that
aren't perceived as being 'self-help' books, and that wisdom and consolation can be found in the
strangest places.
James M. Russell has a philosophy degree from Cambridge, a post-graduate qualification in critical
theory. He currently works as director of a media-related business. He is the author of BRIEF GUIDES
TO PHILOSOPHICAL CLASSICS, SPIRITUAL CLASSICS and, most recently, BUSINESS CLASSICS
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TALK YOURSELF BETTER by Ariane Sherine

Psychotherapy | Robinson | 288pp | October 2018 | Korea: KCC | Japan: Japan Uni

A humorous and informal guide to the types of self-help and talking therapies
available to someone considering getting help for the first time
The book will feature interviews with celebrities, journalists, authors and ordinary
people who have used therapy to help them overcome mental health issues, as well
as including interviews with therapists from each modality. There will also be a
section on the self-help books available for each form of therapy, with
recommended reading, as well as an overview of the clinical research studies that
have been published.
Ariane Sherine is a comedy writer and journalist. She has written extensively for The Guardian, and
writes regularly for The Spectator. She has also written travel features for The Sunday Times, comment for
the Daily Telegraph, book reviews for The Observer, features for The Independent, Independent on Sunday
and Esquire, album reviews for NME and interviews for New Humanist.

TALK: THE SCIENCE OF CONVERSATION by Elizabeth Stokoe
Popular Science | Robinson | 288pp | November 2018

From a leading specialist in conversation analysis, TALK provides a detailed
breakdown of the tics and habits of our everyday speech, showing what we do
well and what we get completely wrong
We spend much of our days talking. Yet we know little about the conversational
engine that drives our everyday lives. We are pushed and pulled around by
language far more than we realize, yet are seduced by stereotypes and myths about
communication. This book will change the way you think about talk. It will explain
the big pay-offs to understanding conversation scientifically.
Elizabeth Stokoe, a social psychologist, has spent over twenty years collecting and analysing real
conversations across settings as varied as first dates, crisis negotiation, sales encounters and medical
communication. Through numerous examples from real interactions between friends, partners,
colleagues, police officers, mediators, doctors and many others, you will learn that some of what you
think you know about talk is wrong. But you will also uncover fresh insights about how to have better
conversations - using the evidence from fifty years of research about the science of talk.
Elizabeth Stokoe, is Professor of Social Interaction at Loughborough University and a scientist of
conversations, studying how and why we speak differently in different contexts. Her academic work is
very widely published and cited and she co-authored Discourse and Identity (2006, Edinburgh University
Press) and Conversation and Gender (2011, Cambridge University Press).
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THE DISCOMFORT ZONE by Farrah Storr

Personal Development | Piatkus | 240pp | September 2018 | Korea: KCC | Japan: Uni

How to break through - and embrace - moments of discomfort and take on
challenges you never thought possible
While it is human nature to shy away from things that are outside of our comfort
zone, it is only by spending time in our discomfort zone that we can grow, and
improve, and realise our full potential. Whether it's putting yourself forward for a
new challenge, asking for difficult feedback, nailing a presentation or getting a
dream job, in this book Farrah Storr shows how you have to push through what she
calls "brief moments of discomfort" in order to get to where you need to be. Farrah
describes these brief moments of discomfort as "like HIIT training for your life" - and shows how the
more you force yourself into them, the easier it will get. This book is full of advice, practical exercises
and examples both from Farrah's own life and career and from all sorts of other successful people, from
athletes to entrepreneurs.
By adopting the brief moments of discomfort, or BMD method, you will soon understand that nothing in
life is an insurmountable challenge, only a series of small, uncomfortable tests that can easily be
overcome. Once you have used Farrah's techniques to transform your fear into bite-size, manageable
pieces, you'll be able to take on anything. In fact, in time, you'll even begin to enjoy these moments.
Farrah Storr is currently editor of Cosmopolitan magazine and responsible for taking the magazine back
to its position as the UK’s number one women’s glossy magazine within six months. Before joining
Cosmo, she was the launch editor-in-chief of Women’s Health magazine, the most successful women’s
magazine launch of the last ten years for which she won the BSME prestigious New Editor of the Year
Award.
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*HEARTFELT PARENTING: HOW TO RAISE EMOTIONALLY BALANCED
AND RESILIENT CHILDREN by Shelly Chauhan
Parenting | Robinson | 224pp | August 2019 | Korea: EntersKorea | Japan: EAJ

This book will show you how to nurture your child's brain for life-long
emotional resilience, authenticity and well-being
Drawing on current powerful neuroscience, this book equips you with a deep
insight into how your interconnected brain, mind and body shapes your capacity
for heartfelt connection, emotional regulation and compassion, and the compelling
influence this has on your child's developing mind. We know, based on established
brain science, that children develop well in the care of parents who can regulate and
express their own emotions effectively, who are present and attentive rather than in 'autopilot' mode,
and who show warmth, empathy and compassion along with the requisite level of authority towards
them. But in this day and age of relentless mental overload, busy schedules and constant stimulation,
many parents know how difficult it can be to exude the sense of openness, warmth and connection that
children need to develop well. The last thing parents need is yet more prescriptive advice about what
you should and shouldn't think, do or say as a parent, so this this book helps you understand, in a
tangible way, how to feel relaxed, open and compassionate when you are around your children. This is a
vital ingredient in parenting, because this feeling state, involving your brain, nervous system, heart,
facial expressions and voice, deeply calms your children, enables them to listen to you and respect your
rules, and nourishes their brains for life-long resilience, empathy, self-acceptance and authenticity.
Since completing her MSc in 2003, Chauhan has worked as a consultant occupational psychologist with
VWA Consulting in London. Her work includes coaching and developing individuals on overcoming
psychological and emotional barriers. Chauhan is a regular contributor to Psychologies magazine.

*INTUITIVE PARENTING: HOW TO TUNE IN TO YOUR INNATE
WISDOM by Jennifer Day
Parenting | Robinson | 160pp | July 2019

Practical, science-backed information to cut through the myriad of parenting
information and tune in to what's most important.
Parents today are inundated with information and expert advice, often
contradictory and invariably overwhelming. This results in anxiety, insecurity and
stressed parenting that inevitably drives wedges between parents and children
instead of the much-needed connection. This book offers swift, practical and to-thepoint information to help you reconnect with your innate wisdom, giving you the confidence to trust
your own parenting intuition.
Learn what gets in the way of connecting to your intuition and how to eliminate it; discover the key -and
underused- ingredient to your own parenting blueprint; learn the three levels of influence you have on
your child and how (and why) to align them; discover the one simple tool to managing your stress - so
easy your child can do it too; learn how to give unspoken support and how to practice true listening.
The practical everyday applications this book offers will reduce your anxiety and help you to connect
and be fully present with your child, improving relationships for you both.
Jennifer Day is the best-selling author of Creative Visualization with Children: A Practical Guide, and
Children Believe Everything You Say, as well as other books. She spent nine years studying alternative
approaches to the mastering of emotions and stress on both sides of the Atlantic. The resulting Applied
Emotional Mastery® (a practical methodology for managing stress in parents and children and building
emotional and social intelligence) has been the subject of studies internationally and has been coached
and taught to thousands of individuals, executives, physicians, students, teachers and parents in the US
and the UK.
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*THE SECOND BABY BOOK by Sarah Ockwell-Smith
Parenting | Piatkus | 288pp | March 2019

The essential guide to choosing the best time to have a second baby, preparing
for birth second time around and navigating all the practical and emotional
challenges of the early days with two.
Having a second baby is a very different experience from having your first, yet
there is little recognition of the wide range of issues that need to be considered
when bringing a second child into the family. In this incredibly helpful book, Sarah
Ockwell-Smith helps parents feel more positive and prepared for life with two
children. The book begins with the obvious question: when is the right time to add
another member to the family? It then goes on to examine the specific issues that can arise with a second
pregnancy and birth; the common concerns about siblings, such as how to prepare your firstborn for
what's to come; how to cope with the practicalities of life with two young children (aka actually
managing to get anything done!); and the feelings parents are likely to experience, too.
Sarah Ockwell-Smith is the mother of four children. She has a BSc in Psychology and worked for several
years in Pharmaceutical Research and Development. Following the birth of her first child, Sarah retrained as a Paediatric Homeopath, Antenatal Teacher and Birth and Postnatal Doula. She has also
undertaken training in Baby Massage, Hypnotherapy and Psychotherapy. Ockwell-Smith specialises in
gentle
parenting
methods
and
is
co-founder
of
the
GentleParenting
website
(www.gentleparenting.co.uk). She writes a parenting blog (www.sarahockwell-smith.com), which is
read by three million parents per year, and is the author of BABYCALM, TODDLERCALM, THE
GENTLE SLEEP BOOK, THE GENTLE PARENTING BOOK and THE GENTLE DISCIPLINE BOOK.
Option publishers: Chinese simplified (Ginkgo); Greek (Dioptra); Korean (Booklogcompany); Romanian (Multi Media Est); US
(TarcherPerigee)

* WHAT MOTHERS LEARN by Naomi Stadlen

Parenting | Piatkus | 288pp | March 2019 | Korea: EntersKorea | Japan: EAJ

The follow-up to WHAT MOTHERS DO and HOW MOTHERS LOVE
In this new book, Naomi Stadlen addresses current political and social issues surrounding motherhood
such as the widespread and usually covert social prejudice against mothers; whether being a mother is
only a matter of menial tasks or whether it counts as intelligent work; whether mothering is detrimental
to a woman’s mental health; whether mothers damage their children when they have outburst of anger;
whether a mother can call herself a feminist; how women develop their potential as mothers and finally
some personal views now that she is a grandmother.
Praise for WHAT MOTHERS DO: The best book on parenting […] brilliantly insightful – the Guardian.
Naomi Stadlen has unique experience of listening to mothers. For over twenty years, she has run a
weekly discussion group - Mothers Talking - which meets at the Active Birth Centre in London. She is a
qualified psychotherapist and also a mother and grandmother. Stadlen has been variously published in
Korean, Romanian, Hebrew, Spanish, simplified Chinese, Italian, Japanese, German, Greek and in the
USA. Option publishers: Chinese simplified (China Economic), Korean (Iljinsa), Romanian (Litera), Spanish (Urano); US
(TarcherPerigee)
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BANGKOK THAI: THE BUSABA COOKBOOK from Busaba
Cookery | Sphere | 272pp | October 2018

A cookery bible from the UK's favourite Thai restaurant chain
Busaba is modern Bangkok dining. Having opened its first restaurant on
London's Wardour Street in 2003, the chain now has fourteen restaurants across
the capital and its suburbs, with a number of locations winning consumer and
trade awards.
BANGKOK THAI: THE BUSABA COOKBOOK takes everything the restaurants
legions of fans love about Thai cookery and makes it available to the amateur
chef. The book offers 100 recipes ranging from salads and soups to stir-fries, wok noodles, curries and
chargrills, as well as Asian-inspired cocktails and desserts. And it's all achievable without having to
locate specialist food shops; the book has been developed with home cooks in mind, and along with easy
to obtain ingredients offers shortcuts to help recreate the tastes of South-East Asia with as little fuss and
as much enjoyment as possible.

MAKE YOUR OWN BUTTER: DELICIOUS RECIPES AND FLAVOURINGS
FOR HOMEMADE BUTTER by Simon Dawson
Cookery | Robison | 160pp | April 2019

If it's fun, funky, jazzy and is to do with butter, it's in this book. Brilliant buttery
ideas on where to use it other than slathered over toast.
From how to make butter at home, to where to use it: this book is going to surprise
and delight you. Make Your Own Butter will whip you into a frenzy so you can't
wait to start churning; thrill and surprise with its sheer range of buttery creations
like cocktails and beauty products; enthral with QI style buttery facts; equip you
with a life skill to be passed on to others.
Simon Dawson is the author of 3 books, The Self Sufficiency Bible, Pigs in Clover and The Sty's the Limit,
and has contributed hundreds of articles to newspapers and magazines. When not out on the farm or
writing, he teaches how to be self-sufficient in today's busy world, with courses and workshops on
butchery, curing, bread and butter making and animal husbandry. He is also an after-dinner speaker
and radio presenter.

THE TIN & TRAYBAKE COOKBOOK by Sam Gates
Cookery| Robinson | 240pp | October 2018 | Korea: KCC | Japan:

Packed with recipes for deliciously unpretentious, modern rustic food, The
Tin & Traybake Cookbook is for everyone who loves to cook and eat
beautiful food
Baking tins usually see daylight only when we’re making cakes or the Sunday
roast. But with a little imagination, these kitchen stalwarts can do so much more.
Did you know that the best chocolate brownie tin is also a perfect fit for sweetly
spiced roast chicken with chorizo or blackberry vodka marshmallows? That a
simple loaf tin can make a mean raspberry ripple ice cream and towering spicy
sausage and fennel lasagnes, as well as heartbreakingly tasty bread?
Sam Gates is an author, cookery teacher and TV guru. As Marketing Director of the UK’s first food
channel, she helped promote Britain’s top chefs, and when she set up her own business, the BBC food
website was her first client.
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101 AWARD-WINNING COCKTAILS by Paul Martin

Cocktails | Robinson | 224pp | October 2018 | Korea: EntersKorea | Japan:

101 award-winning recipes from the most creative mixing minds and industry
influencers that have never been available to the public - now all together in
one book
Each recipe in this unique book is an award-winning creation from one of the
world's top mixologists, accompanied by the mixologist’s profile, the story
behind the creation of their recipes, the competition won and a 'from the horse's
mouth' guide to recreating their fabulous mixes. Along with stunning full
colour photographs of each drink, this book opens the door to the hitherto
unseen world of the greatest mixologists, sharing for the first time ever, the very finest, award-winning
cocktail creations, from the world's most talented bartending superstars.
Written and compiled by Paul Martin, himself a multiple champion and cocktail mixing world-record
holder. Martin has drawn on the pool of incredible cocktail mixing talent that has made up his global
social circle over the last thirty years; it is his own relationships with these giants of the cocktail world
that has led to them sharing their amazing, revered recipes with the general public for the first time ever.
Paul Martin is an award-winning, world-record holding cocktail mixologist, trainer and motivational
speaker. He has set two world speed-cocktail-mixing records and won seven global mixology titles. He
runs some of the most sought-after bartender and hospitality training courses and has trained more than
30,000 bartenders in more than twenty-five countries around the world. Martin has appeared in his role
of 'cocktail expert' on TV and radio, including for three series on Food Network Daily.

THE CHILANGO COOKBOOK by Eric Partaker
Cookery| Sphere | 192pp | May 2019

Just about anything you can dream up can become a burrito. There are no rules.
THE CHILANGO COOKBOOK is the official cookbook from beloved restaurant
chain Chilango, voted the number one Mexican Restaurant in London (Zagat) and
the Best Burritos in London (Time Out). Chilango is continuously raising the bar
for Mexican food, with their lust for new tastes and their no holds barred
approach to flavour.
Recipes include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chilango fried chicken burrito;
Ultimate surf 'n' turf burrito
Vegan charred pineapple and pickled jalapeno burrito
Breakfast burrito (with black pudding and scrambled eggs)
Caramelized coconut rice
S'more churros with chocolate chili sauce

With over 80 delicious and vibrant recipes - some beloved classics from the restaurant, some with a twist
and many, many more that are completely new - THE CHILANGO COOKBOOK is a must-have for
foodies and burrito-devotees everywhere.
Erik Partaker grew up in Chicago, where he fell in love with both Mexican food and the hospitality
industry. He co-founded the popular restaurant chain Chilango in 2007 with Dan Houghton. Now with
ten restaurants in London and one in Manchester, Chilango has won a host of awards and served
burritos to hundreds of thousands of hungry guests.
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THE REAL MEAL REVOLUTION: LOW CARB COOKING by Jonno
Proudfoot
Cookery| Robinson | 320pp | November 2018

A comprehensive, fully illustrated guide to low-carb cooking, from the Real
Meal Revolution Team, packed with lessons, tips and over 300 delicious lowcarb, sugar-free and gluten-free recipes.
THE REAL MEAL REVOLUTION: LOW CARB COOKERY is the go-to resource
for anyone who wants to cook better low-carb foods right now and for many
years to come. It is a book that will teach you the fundamentals behind making
any dish delicious by honing in on classic flavour combinations, basic cooking
techniques and affordable, readily accessible ingredients. Low-carb eating is currently on trend but this
is not a book that follows the eating trends of 'right now'. It is a book packed with lessons to last a
lifetime. And every single recipe is low carb. This timeless and comprehensive guide to cooking well
and eating healthily showcases classic flavour combinations; foolproof methods to bring out the best in
any ingredients; foods that will help to ensure good health for life. This book comprises: 300 low-carb
recipes; 20-40 cooking lessons; over 120 colour photographs; brief and to-the-point dietary advice.
Jonno Proudfoot trained and worked in a five-time Top Ten-rated restaurant early in his career, later
moving through a variety of food and wine establishments before finding his passion in Paleo and LCHF
cookery. Option publishers: Czech (Publixing), Dutch (Atlas Contact), German (Südwest)

FROM A PERSIAN KITCHEN by Atoosa Sepehr
Cookery| Robinson | 240pp | September 2018

A book that celebrates the visual culture of Iran and its food - so that even
before cooking the recipes you can almost taste and smell them from the
pictures
Every time I cook a Persian dish, I feel connected to this long and varied history,
knowing that despite changing geographical and political boundaries, Persian cuisine
has survived and thrived, bringing people together, sharing and celebrating – Sepehr.
In this book author and photographer Atoosa Sepehr incorporates her mouthwatering traditional Iranian recipes with her own sumptuous photography.
Born and brought up in Iran she came to work in the UK in 2001, but she never left behind the
wonderful flavours of her family and childhood. Cooking these dishes for her family and friends over
here has given her the passion to share the authentic, home cooked Persian cuisine with an international
readership. The book contains traditional recipes handed down the generations. They are delicious and
easy to prepare, using ingredients you can get in any supermarket.
ATOOSA'S PERSIAN KICHEN is an impressively practical recipe book, but it is a photographic
celebration of an entire country, too.
Atoosa Sepehr was the Iranian representative for one of the biggest Iranian steel companies in London,
before deciding to devote more time to her passions of photography and food. She became Food Editor
of Classic Magazine, and then decided to fulfil her lifetime ambition to create a Persian cookbook, which
has allowed her to focus more on her creativity, and love of food, art and photography.
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Overcoming Series
The Overcoming Series is a perennially popular series of psychology books. All use CBT
(Cognitive Behavioural Therapy) techniques to treat long-standing and disabling conditions.
Titles in the series are always in print, and constantly revised and updated. Fifteen of them
have been adopted by the Books on Prescription programme - the UK Department of Health’s
list of books for doctors, nurses, medical and psychiatric practitioners to recommend to their
patients, and indeed for such practitioners to develop their own knowledge. All titles are
written by prominent professional experts in their fields.
Books in the series have been translated into many languages, including: Chinese (simplified),
Czech, Estonian, French, Hebrew, Japanese, Lithuanian, Norwegian, Polish and Turkish.
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OVERCOMING PERFECTIONISM
OVERCOMING ANOREXIA NERVOSA
OVERCOMING GAMBLING ADDICTION
OVERCOMING CHRONIC FATIGUE
OVERCOMING SOCIAL ANXIETY AND SHYNESS
OVERCOMING INSOMNIA AND SLEEP PROBLEMS
OVERCOMING RELATIONSHIP PROBLEMS
OVERCOMING ANGER AND IRRITABILITY
OVERCOMING LOW SELF-ESTEEM
OVERCOMING SEXUAL PROBLEMS
OVERCOMING PARANOID AND SUSPICIOUS THOUGHTS
OVERCOMING TRAUMATIC STRESS
OVERCOMING PANIC
OVERCOMING ALCOHOL MISUSE
OVERCOMING OBSESSIVE-COMPULSIVE DISORDER

AN INTRODUCTION TO COPING WITH EXTREME EMOTIONS
AN INTRODUCTION TO COPING WITH DISTRESSING VOICES
AN INTRODUCTION TO LIVING WELL WITH PAIN

HELPING YOUR CHILD WITH A PHYSICAL HEALTH CONDITION
HELPING YOUR CHILD WITH FEARS AND WORRIES
HELPING YOUR CHILD WITH FRIENDSHIP PROBLEMS AND BULLYING
HELPING YOUR CHILD WITH SLEEP PROBLEMS
HELPING YOUR CHILD WITH LOSS, CHANGE AND TRAUMA
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